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Abstract
Background: Approximately 67% of lower limb amputees fall once or more
every year. It is important for their daily functioning and their social life that
their prosthetic device provide them with stability and security. Measuring
stability for amputees and their prosthetic devices is challenging, especially
for amputees with low activity level. However, it is important for the users
and the product designers to know if the products are actually providing the
user with more stability.
Objective: The aim of the study is to create a measurement protocol to quan-
tify static and dynamic stability with enough sensitivity to differentiate be-
tween two prosthetic products for amputees with low activity level.
Methods: Ten K2, unilateral transtibial subjects were recruited and 6 of them
completed the protocol during a 2-hour visit. They repeated the same pro-
tocol for two prosthetic feet, K2C (Össur, Iceland) and K2 Sensation (Össur,
Iceland). In order to compare the static and dynamic stability of the subjects
and the products, three different tests and one questionnaire were used: Static
standing test, Limit of Stability (LOS) test, Walking on level ground, and the
Activities-specific Balance Confidence scale (ABC scale).
Results: For the static standing test, the K2Sensation showed less range for
the center of pressure in the anteroposterior direction while standing in a nor-
mal position with the eyes open. However, the participants were able to reach
further (LOS test) over their prosthetic side while wearing the K2C foot. For
the K2C foot, gait parameters such as ankle power, positive work, self selected
walking speed and the range of motion in the prosthetic ankle all increased.
The backward margin of stability (BwMOS) only increased for 2 participants
who had it in common to both wear ProFlex-XC in daily life. No difference
was seen in perceived stability according to the ABC scale.
Conclusion: The aim of the study was reached. Static and dynamic stability
were quantified and distinguished between the 2 different prosthetic feet. It is
concluded that both the static standing test and the LOS test are necessary parts
of the protocol as they capture different aspects of static stability. For future
studies, a longer adaptation time is suggested for the participants to achieve a
stable gait pattern and to answer the ABC scale with more reliability.
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Sammanfattning
Bakgrund: Cirka 67% av patienter som amputerat ett eller både ben ramlar
minst en gång varje år. En protesfot som förser dem med stabilitet och säker-
het är viktigt för den dagliga funktionen och socialsamvaron. Det är en stor
utmaning att mäta protesstabilitet, särskilt för patienter med en relativt låg ak-
tivitetsnivå. Det är dock viktigt för både dem och för tillverkarna med relevant
information om huruvida protesen ökar patienternas stabilitet, både objektivt
och subjektivt.
Syfte: Syftet med studien är att skapa ett experimentellt protokoll för att kvan-
titativt mäta statisk och dynamisk stabilitet. Protokollet bör vara tillräcklig
känsligt för att kunna urskilja mellan två protesdesign hos amputerade med
låg aktivitetsnivå. Metoder: Tio st. K2 patienter med unilateral transtibial
amputation rekryterades, av dem 6 kunde fullfölja experimentet under ett två
timmars besök. Samma experimentell procedur upprepades med två protesföt-
ter, K2C (Össur, Island) och K2 Sensation (Össur, Island), i en randomiserade
ordning. Tre experimentella test och ett frågeformulär användes för att jämföra
statisk och dynamisk stabilitet: Static standing test, Limit of Stability (LOS)-
test, Walking on level ground, samt Activities-specific Balance Conidence
scale (ABC-skala).
Resultat: Under statiska stående i en normal position med öppna ögon, kunde
patienterna nå mindre sina Center of Pressure (COP) i anteroposterior riktnin-
gen med K2Sensation än med K2C. Deltagarna kunde dock luta mera (LOS-
test) över sina K2C-fötter än över sina K2Sensation-fötter. Med K2C-foten
ökade temporospatiala gångparametrar såsom fotledseffekt, positivt fotledsar-
bete, självvald gånghastighet och dynamiskt rörelseomfång hos protesfoten.
Backwards Margin of Stability (BwMOS) ökade med K2C-foten enbart hos 2
deltagare, som både använder vanligtvis en ProFlex-XC fot. Ingen skillnad i
den subjektiva upplevelsen av stabilitet enligt ABC-skalan har visats.
Slutsats: Syftet med studien uppnåddes; statisk och dynamisk stabilitet kunde
kvantifieras och urskiljes mellan de två olika protetiska fötter. Slutsatsen är att
både statiska test och dynamiska (t.ex LOS-testet) behövs eftersom de fångar
olika aspekter av stabilitet när man står. För att öka tillförlitlighet i både exper-
imentella parametrar samt i ABC-skalan, samt för att ge patienterna möjlighet
att arbeta fram ett stabilt gångmönster med en ny protesfot, förslås i framtida
studier att patienterna får en längre anpassningstid före undersökningen.
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Introduction

Approximately 67% of lower limb amputees fall once or more every year [1],
and in the majority of cases, it occurs while they are walking [1]. Studies
have shown that falling and the fear of falling deteriorate lower limb amputees’
daily functioning, prosthetic use as well as withholding them from engaging
in social activities [2], [3]. Therefore their prosthetic device must provide
stability and security. Measuring and quantifying static and dynamic stability
for lower limb amputees and their prosthetic devices is a challenge [4] as the
measurements need to be robust without exposing the subjects for fall risk.
When measuring lower limb amputees that are low active (K2 activity level),
the measurements become even more complicated as they can only ambulate
on low-level environments and manage to get past barriers such as stairs and
uneven surfaces [5]. Furthermore, their endurance is likely to be lower than
for higher active individuals which makes it difficult for them to participate in
challenging and/or long stability assessments.

However, it is important to be able to quantify their stability between dif-
ferent prosthetic devices to be certain that new prosthetic devices will increase
their stability. Therefore, this study aimed to produce a measurement protocol
to quantify static and dynamic stability with enough sensitivity to differen-
tiate between two prosthetic products for amputees with low activity. Two
prosthetic feet for amputees with low activity level were evaluated with the
protocol. At the time of the study, one of the feet was currently available on
the market while the other was on its late phase of development.

1
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Methods

2.1 Participants
This studywas approved by the Swedish Ethical ReviewAuthority (Etiksprövn-
ing Myndigheten). The population of interest in the study was low active (K2
activity level), unilateral trans-tibial amputees. Ten persons were recruited to
participate in the study according to the inclusion criteria in table 2.1. The
participants were recruited with the help of Össur’s Medical office in Sweden
and before being enrolled, participants gave written informed consent to par-
ticipate in the study. The demographics of the participants can be seen in table
2.2.

Out of the 10 recruited participants, 6 were able to complete the protocol.
The 4 excluded participants did not have the physical capacity to go through
with all the measurements. As seen in table 2.2 the participants were all clas-
sified as K2, meaning that they are able to ambulate and traverse low-level
environmental barriers. They are more active than K1 level which only have
the ability to ambulate with prostheses at fixed cadence on level surfaces, but
they are less active than K3 level which have the ability to ambulate with vari-
able cadence and are able to use prostheses beyond simple locomotion [5].
Some of the participants were however on the border of being classified as K3
or K1. The most common reason for amputation among the participants was
due to diabetes (4 out of 10 participants). Moreover, at least 2 of them wore a
pacemaker due to heart and vascular complications. Therefore, extra care was
taken not to exhaust the participants and food and drinks were always available
for them.

These descriptions of the participants showwhy performingmeasurements
on K2 individuals is so difficult. For the participants in this study, just getting

2
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to the lab was challenging, especially as 7/10 used assistive devices such as
canes, wheelchairs and walking frames while walking on a daily bases.

Table 2.1: Inclusion criteria for the study

Parameter Include
Amputation Unilateral Trans-tibial

or Trans-femoral
Activity Low active (K2 or low

K3)
Gender Both
Age Between 18 and 90
Assistive aids Able to walk without

assistive aids
Weight Less than 125 Kg
Socket No socket problems

during 3 months prior
to study

Clearance The build height of the
foot is around 135mm
(with foot cover)

Consent Willing and able to par-
ticipate in the study and
follow the protocol as
per written consent
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Table 2.2: Demographics of the participants. Showing gender, age, height,
mass, K-level, Cause of amputation, Time since amputation, current prosthetic
foot and an OPUS score for all participants. OPUS is a set of self-reporting
instruments used to indicate the functional level of the participants beforemea-
surements.

Participant
ID

Gender Age
[y]

Height
[m]

Mass
[kg]

K-
level

Cause
of
ampu-
tation

Time
since
ampu-
tation
[mo]

Current
pros-
thetic
foot

OPUS
score

599 Male 61 1.86 92.4 K2 Trauma 14 Pro-Flex
XC
(Össur)

71/96

600 Male 64 1.79 113.2 K2 Diabetes 60 Flex-
Foot
Assure
(Össur)

50/96

601 Male 57 1.89 141.0 K2 Diabetes 12 Flex-
Foot
Assure
(Össur)

28/96

602 Male 88 1.72 73.1 K2 Peripheral
vascular
disease

10 Flex-
Foot
Assure
(Össur)

49/96

603 Male 78 1.79 98.8 K2 Trauma 72 Vari-
Flex
(Össur)

73/96

604 Female 42 1.79 124.7 K2 Trauma 11 Vari-
Flex
(Össur)

55/96

605 Male 74 1.73 81.5 K2 Diabetes 58 Vari-
Flex
(Össur)

58/96

606 Male 55 1.73 71.7 K2 Cancer 22 Pro-Flex
XC
(Össur)

34/96

607 Male 71 1.68 94.7 K2 Blood
poison-
ing

7 Flex-
Foot
Assure
(Össur)

54/96

608 Male 82 1.71 71.8 K2 Diabetes 10 Flex-
Foot
Assure
(Össur)

34/96
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2.2 Foot Selection
During their visit, the participants walked on two different prosthetic feet, dif-
ferent from their ordinary daily life foot. All other components of their pros-
thesis device remained unchanged, meaning that they used their liner, socket
and suspension during the study. The trial feet used in the study are the K2C
foot (a non-CE marked medical device at the time of the study but fully devel-
oped) and the K2 Sensation foot, both from Össur (Reykjavík, Iceland).

The K2C is composed of a foam heel, pyramid, and a C-shape fiberglass
keel. It aims to improve the mobility of amputees with low activity levels,
especially in terms of daily ambulation. In comparison, the K2 Sensation is
composed of a flexible fiberglass keel and has a multiaxial function which aim
is to provide a smooth progression throughout the stance phase. The foot is
designed to improve stability and confidence duringmovements for their users.
The feet can be seen in figure 2.1

Before performing the test protocol the feet were aligned by a Certified
Prosthetist and Orthotist and the alignment verified and documented by using
the L.A.S.A.R Posture (Otto Bock HealthCare, GmbH, Duderstadt, Germany)
device as seen in figure 2.2. Prior to measurements, the participants were
allowed towalk on the feet for a fewminutes to get used to them and to optimize
the alignment. Measurements were then performed where the participants had
their own shoes on.

(a) K2 Sensation (b) K2C

Figure 2.1: The prosthetic feet tested in the study.
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(a) Frontal view (b) Sagittal view

Figure 2.2: L.A.S.A.R. Posture device is used to optimize and document the
alignment of the prosthetic feet.

2.3 Equipment
All measurements were conducted in the Kungliga Tekniska HögskolanMove-
AbilityLab. Walking speed was measured with 2 photocells (MicrogateWitty-
Gate, Italy) that captured the time it took for the participants to walk 5m in the
lab. Kinetic data were collected by using three force plates (AMTI Optima)
that were mounted to the ground in order to measure ground reaction forces.
The force plates collected data at 1000 Hz. Furthermore, 10 high speed and
precision video cameras (Vicon Vantage V16) collected kinematic data at 100
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Hz. They emitted light and received the light that is reflected from special
reflective markers that have been attached with tape to the participants. The
markers are placed according to the CGM2.3 model [6] (see figure 2.3) that
is currently being developed by Dr. Fabien Leboeuf. All measurements are
controlled and post-processed with the Vicon Nexus 2.8.1 software.

Figure 2.3: The reflective markers are placed on the participants according to
the CGM2.3 model [6]

2.4 Protocol
Participants completed all tasks during a 2-hour single visit. The measure-
ments performed were chosen as a result of a literature review, looking into
current methods used to assess stability and balance (see appendix B). As a
result of the literature review, the participants completed 3 different motion
tasks and answered 2 types of questionnaires. The motions tasks were (1)
static standing test (2) limit of stability (LOS) test and (3) walking on level
ground. All these tests were completed for both of the prosthetic feet and the
order of the tests and the prosthetic feet were randomized between partici-
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pants. In all of those tests, 2 researchers always stood close to the participants,
ready to assist them in case they would loose their balance or fall. The chosen
questionnaires were the OPUS and the Activities-specific Balance Confidence
scale (ABC scale).

For the static standing test, four different postures were tested; standing
with both feet under the greater trochanter, with eyes open and eyes closed.
The third and fourth postures were the semi tandem pose with eyes open and
closed. There the participants were instructed to stand with the prosthetic leg
behind and the intact foot in front so the toe of the prosthetic foot was in a
horizontal line with the 1st metatarsal head of the intact leg. The two poses
can be seen in figure 2.4. Prior to measurements, participants were allowed
to try standing in each pose for a few seconds. Each pose was then measured
2 times for 20 seconds and the trial with the lowest center of pressure (COP)
range chosen to be further analyzed for each posture.

The reason for having the participants standing in the normal standing pose
as well as the semi tandem pose is that the stability control mechanics for
the anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) directions switch when going
from normal standing pose to a tandem pose [7].

Before starting the tests, the participants were instructed to stay as still as
possible and to keep their arms by their sides. Furthermore, if the eyes were
not closed, they were instructed to look at a fixed point at the wall in front of
them.

Figure 2.4: The two poses for the static standing test; standing with feet under
the greater trochanter, and the semi-tandem pose. (adapted from [8])

For the LOS test, the participants stood on two force plates, with their
feet placed beneath their greater trochanter on each side. They were then in-
structed to begin by standing still for 2 seconds in order to collect reference
data of their initial position. Then they were asked to move their COP as far
as possible, first in anterior, posterior, medial and lateral directions, and then
in a circular motion (see figure 2.5). They were instructed to not overbalance,
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rotate the trunk, lift their heels or toes from the ground nor bend their knees.
Prior to measuring, each participant was allowed to test and get familiar with
the movements 1 time. Then up to 4 trials (2 for each movement) were cap-
tured and the trial with the highest center of mass (COM) excursion chosen
for further analyzing. Previous studies have shown that the functional base of
support tends to be lower for the prosthetic side than for the sound side, indi-
cating that the sound side plays an important role in order to maintain stability
[9].

(a) Front, back, left and right. (b) Circular movement.

Figure 2.5: The two different moving patterns of the LOS test. (adapted from
[8])

For the Walking on level ground test, the participants walked straight
over three force plates placed in the middle of the lab. This was repeated until
at least 3 trials were successfully captured or the participants were unable to
continue.

The ABC scale is a self-report measure of balance confidence for 16 dif-
ferent items. The participants score how confident they feel that they will not
lose their balance or become unstable when performing the proposed activi-
ties on a scale from 0% - 100% [10]. It has been translated and validated in
Swedish [11] as well as for individuals with lower limb amputation [12]. Dur-
ing the study, the participants answered the ABC scale after completing all
other tasks for each of the testing feet. The final value was obtained by taking
the mean of the individual item’s score.

The OPUS is a set of self-reporting instruments used to measure func-
tional status, quality of life and satisfaction with devices and services that are
possible to use in orthotics and prosthetics clinics. [13]. It has been tested and
validated in Swedish [14], [15], [16]. In the study, only the lower-extremity
functional status measure part of the OPUS was used to indicate the functional
level of the participants prior to measurements.
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2.5 Data Analysis
Force plate data was filtered at 100Hz using a 4th order zero-lag Butterworth
low pass filter while kinematic trajectories were filtered using a Woltring filter
with smoothing factor 20. In order to determine heel strike and toe off events
during gait, force plate data was used based on a 15N threshold of the vertical
force.

2.5.1 Static Stability
Static standing

For all of the different poses (normal standing with eyes open and closed and
semi tandem), COP related parameters were calculated. COP parameters were
analyzed for both legs separately and then by combining the COP data from the
both force plates as described by Winter et al. [7] and can be seen in equation
2.1:

−−−−−→rCOPcomb
= −−−→rCOPl

−→
Fvl

−→
Fvl +

−→
Fvr

+−−−→rCOPr

−→
Fvr

−→
Fvl +

−→
Fvr

(2.1)

where −−−−−→rCOPcomb
is the position vector for the combined COP, −−−→rCOPl

and
−−−→rCOPr represent the COP position vectors under the left and right legs respec-
tively.

−→
Fvl and

−→
Fvr are the vertical component of the ground reaction forces

under the left and right legs respectively. The equation can be used to calculate
both the anterioposterior and the mediolateral components of the combined
COP.

LOS

For the LOS test the maximum excursion of the COM was analyzed, or the
amount of distance the participant was able to move their COM forward, back-
ward, left and right. In the same way, COPwas analyzed as for the static stand-
ing test where AP and ML components of both individual force plate values
and combined force plate values were analyzed.
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2.5.2 Dynamic Stability
Walking on Level Ground

Step length, walking speed, backwardmargin of stability (BwMOS), ankle power,
positive work and joint angles were calculated for the gait analysis.

To calculate the walking speed, the Witty-Gait (Microgate, Italy) equip-
ment was used to measure the time it took the participants to walk 5m in the
lab. Joint angles, ankle power, positive work and step length were all com-
puted by running the CGM2.3 dynamic pipeline in Vicon Nexus and Python,
using both kinetic and kinematic data from the force plates and the motion cap-
ture system. The positive work was calculated as the positive area underneath
the ankle power curves. When calculating step length, four three dimensional
points need to be defined. IP1 is a point positioned at the first foot contact and
IP2 is a point positioned at the second foot contact for the same foot as IP1.
CP is a point positioned at the foot contact of the other foot. Finally, CPP is
the projection of CP onto the IP1 to IP2 vector. From these points, the step
length is calculated as the distance between CPP and IP2, that is, the distance
between the heel strikes of the left and right leg [17]. This can better be seen
in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: The figure shows how the Vicon Nexus softwares calculates step
length (adapted from [8]).

Calculations of themargin of stability (MOS)were derived from themethod
first presented by Hof et al. [18]. COM of the whole body was obtained from
running the dynamic plug-in gait model in Vicon Nexus where it was calcu-
lated as a weighted sum from the COM of all the body segments. The center
of mass velocity was then calculated as the first derivative of the position of
COM with respect to time.

The extrapolated center of mass (XCOM) is calculated according to equation
2.2.

−−−−→
XCOM = −−−→rCOM +

−−−→vCOM

wn

(2.2)

where−−−→rCOM represents the position of the COM,−−−→vCOM stands for the velocity
of the COM and wn represents the natural frequency of the leg pendulum and
is calculated according to equation 2.3.

wn =

√
g

l
(2.3)
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where g is the gravitational constant and l is the pendulum length which in
this study was considered to be the leg length from the medial malleoli to the
anterior superior iliac.

The BwMOS was then calculated as the difference between the COP and the
XCOM in the AP direction as seen in equation 2.4.

−−−−−→
BwMOS = −−−−−→rAPXCOM

−−−−−→rAPCOP
(2.4)

where −−−−−→rAPXCOM
represents the anteroposterior position component of the

extrapolated center of mass and−−−−→rAPCOP
represents the anteroposterior position

component of the center of pressure. The BwMOS parameter was calculated for
both feet from heel strike until toe off.

2.5.3 Statistical Analysis
The differences in ankle power, positive work, ankle angle range of motion
(ROM), step length, BwMOS, COM excursions and COP range between the
K2C and K2 Sensation feet were analyzed using a nonparametric dependent
test, namely the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The difference in self-selected
walking speed (SSWS) was analyzed by using a paired t test. The significance
level was set before the calculations, at p-value < 0.05.
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Results

3.1 Static Stability

3.1.1 Static Standing
For the static standing test, the range of the combined COP was calculated
for all four of the postures and compared between the two prosthetic feet. No
statistically significant difference was measured in the ML direction between
K2Sensation and K2C (see table C.1 and figure 3.1). For one of the postures in
the AP direction, a statistically significant difference was found for the range
of the COP (see table C.2 and figure 3.2). When standing in a normal position
with eyes open the range of the COP for K2Sensation was 16.4± 4mm while
the range was 27.7±7mm for K2C, showing a difference of 11.3 mm. For the
other postures, no statistically significant difference could be measured but as
can be seen in table C.2 and figure 3.2, the average range of COP was always
lower for K2Sensation in the AP direction.

14
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Figure 3.1: The average values and the standard deviation for the range of the
COP in the ML direction during four different postures of the static standing
test. The group averages shown here are not really relevant and the individual
values for both feet can be seen in table C.1 in appendix C.
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Figure 3.2: The average values and standard deviation for the range of the
COP in the AP direction during four different postures of the static standing
test. The group averages shown here are not really relevant and the individual
values for both feet can be seen in table C.2 in appendix C.

The movement of the COM and COP (both for individual force plates and
their combined value) can be seen for all postures in figure 3.3. From there it
can be seen that the movement of the COP on the sound side is always greater
than on the prosthetic side. Furthermore, the movement of all parameters
seems to increase when the eyes are closed. Finally, it can be seen that the
most stable pose is the normal standing - EO, and the most challenging pose
is the semi tandem - EC posture.
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(a) Normal standing - EO

(b) Normal standing - EC

(c) Semi tandem pose - EO

(d) Semi tandem pose - EC

Figure 3.3: The graphs show the outlines of the feet along with curves for
COM and COP from all the different poses of the static standing test.
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3.1.2 Limit of Stability
For the LOS test, the maximum excursions of the COM are not analyzed for
the circular movement, only the front, back, left and right movement. The rea-
son is that the maximum excursions tended to be lower when the participants
moved in a circular motion.

Table 3.1 shows a comparison between the two products for the LOS test.
When comparing the average values for the two prosthetic feet, none of the
maximum excursions showed a statistically significant difference. However,
there are still some interesting results which can more clearly be seen in figure
3.4. The most noteworthy difference in the maximum excursion of the COM
between the feet is when leaning over the prosthetic side. When wearing the
K2C foot, all participants increased their maximum excursion, by an average
of 12mm, more precisely from 90±14mm for K2Sensation to 102±15mm for
K2C. For all the other directions, the average difference between the maximum
excursions of COM between K2C and K2Sensation was ≤ 5mm

Table 3.1: Results of the LOS test. The table shows maximum excursions of
the COM in four different directions.

Participant
ID

Prosthetic
Device

Front
[mm]

Prosthetic
[mm]

Back
[mm]

Intact
[mm]

599 K2C 92 84 31 87
K2Sensation 94 68 39 87

600 K2C 38 114 20 78
K2Sensation 21 101 38 66

603 - - - - -

604 K2C 78 118 35 134
K2Sensation 76 105 36 125

605 - - - - -

606 K2C 66 90 44 77
K2Sensation 67 87 30 79
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Figure 3.4: Average COMmaximum excursions values from the LOS test in 4
different directions ; frontal, backwards, towards the prosthetic leg and towards
the intact leg.

Figure 3.5 shows the movement of the COM, combined COP from both of
the force plates and the individual COP for both the prosthetic and the intact
sides. From the figures, it can be observed that the intact leg seems to be
dominant in AP movements and when comparing the two prosthetic feet, the
K2Sensation appears to show greater range in AP direction while K2C shape
appears to show a greater range in the ML direction.
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(a) User wearing K2C shape

(b) User wearing K2Sensation

Figure 3.5: The COM and COP curves from the LOS test.
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3.2 Dynamic Stability

3.2.1 Walking on Level Ground
Gait Parameters

In table 3.2 SSWS can be seen for all of the participants and the two prosthetic
feet. Of the 6 participants, 3 of themwalkedmore quickly on K2C (statistically
significant difference), 1 walked more quickly on K2Sensation (statistically
significant difference) while for 2 of them, no statistical difference could be
measured between the feet. Due to problems with the Witty-gait photocells,
no SSWS data were captured for participant 600.

Table 3.2: SSWS comparison between the two products. It is presented as
mean value ± standard deviation. * Indicates a statistically significant differ-
ence between the feet.

Participant ID SSWS - K2C [m/s] SSWS - K2 Sensation [m/s]
599* 1.17± 0.04 1.09± 0.04

600 - -
603 0.64± 0.04 0.68± 0.05

604* 1.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.03

605* 1.11± 0.1 1.20± 0.07

606* 0.70± 0.02 0.66± 0.01

Ankle power of the prosthetic leg was the most obvious difference between
the two products. As seen in table 3.3 the ankle power increased for all partic-
ipants at the prosthetic side (statistically significant difference) when walking
on K2C, with an average increase of 79%, and for all except one participant on
the prosthetic side. This difference in the prosthetic leg can also be visualized
in figure 3.6.
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Table 3.3: Ankle power of both the intact side and the prosthetic side for while
walking on K2C and K2Sensation. * Indicates a statistically significant differ-
ence between the feet.

Participant
ID

Prosthetic
Device

Ankle Power - Intact
side [W/Kg]

Ankle Power - Prosthetic
side [W/Kg]*

599 K2C 3.18 2.05
K2Sensation 2.86 1.12

600 K2C 1.21 0.81
K2Sensation 1.00 0.71

603 K2C 1.05 0.93
K2Sensation 0.70 0.84

604 K2C 3.77 1.94
K2Sensation 3.13 0.52

605 K2C 3.21 2.25
K2Sensation 3.66 1.23

606 K2C 1.33 1.32
K2Sensation 1.21 1.18

Figure 3.6: Ankle Power curves for the two prosthetic feet from a single user.

By calculating the positive area underneath the ankle power curve, the pos-
itive work of the feet is calculated. On average, the positive work of the K2C
foot and theK2Sensationwere 11.7± 2.8 J/Kg and 7.2± 1.4 J/Kg respectively.
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The difference between the feet show that the positive work is statistically sig-
nificantly higher for the K2C foot and the comparison for all the participants
can be seen in table 3.4

Table 3.4: Positive ankle work for the K2C and K2Sensation feet. Calculated
as the integral of the positive area of ankle power.

Participant ID K2C - Positive work [J/Kg]* K2Sensation [J/Kg]
599 15.2 7.6
600 7.8 5.1
603 9.8 5.4
604 12.8 7.8
605 14.9 8.8
606 9.5 8.4

The ROM of the prosthetic ankle increases on average from 16.2◦ to 19.7◦
or by 21.6% when going from K2Sensation to K2C. Those changes further-
more are statistically significant. It should also be noted that all of the par-
ticipants increased their ROM when walking on the K2C versus walking on
K2Sensation as can be seen in table 3.5 and figure 3.7.

Table 3.5: Range of motion of the prosthetic ankles during walking. * Indi-
cates a statistically significant difference between the feet.

Participant ID K2C - ROM [◦] K2Sensation - ROM [◦]
599 20.0 16.9
600 14.7 12.3
603 17.6 15.4
604 28.3 21.0
605 22.8 20.2
606 14.7 11.6
Average 19, 7± 4, 8 * 16, 2± 3, 6
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Figure 3.7: Ankle angle comparison for the two prosthetic feet from a single
user.

When analyzing the changes of the knee angle, 4 out of 6 participants
showed an increase in stance knee flexion for the prosthetic side when us-
ing the K2C foot. As seen in figure 3.8 the prosthetic curve becomes more
symmetric to the sound side knee angle when walking on K2C.

Figure 3.8: Knee angle comparison for the two prosthetic feet from a single
user.
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Margin of Stability

Table 3.6 compares the difference between the K2Sensation and K2C for all
the participants. The parameters displayed are BwMOS, COM velocity in the
AP direction and step length. The BwMOS parameter is the main parameter
of interest but it is dependant on step length and the velocity of the COM so
it is necessary to analyze them all simultaneously. BwMOS is calculated as
the minimum distance between the XCOM and the COP which most frequently
occurs at the event of heel strike. The curves for the parameters used to cal-
culate BwMOS can be seen in figure 3.9. For all of the parameters in table 3.6,
no statistically significant differences were measured between the 2 prosthetic
feet. Two of the participants (ID 599 and 606) increased their BwMOS, step
length and velocity of their COM when walking on the K2C foot. Moreover,
when comparing the increase in BwMOS between the intact side and the pros-
thetic side for those two participants, the increase is significantly higher on
the prosthetic side. For participant 599 the BwMOS of the intact and prosthetic
side increased 8% and 36% respectively when walking on K2C while for par-
ticipant 606 the increase for the intact and prosthetic side was 5% and 68%
respectively.

For four of the participants, the BwMOS is higher on the intact leg when
walking on K2Sensation.
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Table 3.6: Results for all subjects and both feet where BwMOS, velocity of
COM in the AP direction and step length are compared.

Participant
ID

Prosthetic
Device

BwMOS
Intact
Side [m]

COM
AP
velocity
- Intact
Side
[m/s]

Step
Length
- Intact
Side [m]

BwMOS
Pros-
thetic
Side [m]

COM
AP
velocity
- Pros-
thetic
Side
[m/s]

Step
Length
- Pros-
thetic
Side [m]

599
K2 Sensation 0.175 1.25 0.69 0.092 1.17 0.78
K2C 0.190 1.33 0.67 0.125 1.26 0.77
Difference
[%]

8% 6% 3% 36% 8% 1.3%

600
K2 Sensation 0.064 0.57 0.39 0.067 0.63 0.41
K2C 0.054 0.62 0.36 0.067 0.61 0.38
Difference
[%]

-15% 9% -8% 0% -3% -7%

603
K2 Sensation 0.056 0.76 0.52 0.036 0.70 0.50
K2C 0.037 0.73 0.49 0.040 0.63 0.48
Difference
[%]

-34% -4% -6% 11% -10% -4%

604
K2 Sensation 0.137 1.07 0.58 0.071 1.00 0.63
K2C 0.113 1.14 0.61 0.055 1.03 0.65
Difference
[%]

-17% 7% 5% -23% 3% 3%

605
K2 Sensation 0.197 1.39 0.66 0.157 1.34 0.69
K2C 0.163 1.25 0.63 0.149 1.17 0.63
Difference
[%]

-17% -10% -5% -5% -12% -9%

606
K2 Sensation 0.058 0.72 0.49 0.039 0.71 0.49
K2C 0.061 0.79 0.49 0.065 0.78 0.52
Difference
[%]

5% 10% 6% 68% 10% 6%
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Figure 3.9: Margin of stability parameters plotted in one graph. The BwMOS

is calculated as the minimum distance between the COP (red and green lines
on the lower graph) and the XCOM (solid black line on the lower graph) in the
AP direction. The vertical lines on the lower graph show the instance where
the minimum of BwMOS occurs, which is at the event of heel strike as showed
on the figure above. (the figure above is adapted from [19])

3.3 Perceived Stability
The results from the ABC scale were very similar between the two feet and half
of the participants claimed that they felt no difference in stability between the
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two prosthetic feet. Therefore, there was no statistically significant difference
between the perceived stability of the K2C and K2Sensation.

Table 3.7: Results of the ABC scale as a value out of maximum 100.

Participant ID K2C score K2 Sensation score
599 88.75 90.625
600 76.26 76.25
603 96.00 96.00
604 70.625 66.875
605 90.67 90.67
606 53.75 56.88
Average 79,34 79,55
Standard Deviation 14,35 14,16
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Discussion

4.1 Static Stability

4.1.1 Static Standing
During static standing, in order for a person to be stable and not falling, the
COM needs to stay within the borders of the base of support (BOS) [7]. In
order to keep the COM inside the BOS, the central nervous system (CNS)
controls the ankle muscles in order to move the COP to create a counteracting
moment with respect to the movement of the COM. As an example, if a per-
son is swaying anteriorly, his or her CNS will activate the ankle plantar flexor
muscles which leads to the COP moving anteriorly until the COP is anterior
to the COM [7]. Therefore, if the motions of the COM and the COP are plot-
ted during quiet stance, the COP should have a greater range than the COM
and furthermore oscillate around the COM[7]. A plot where the movement
of the COM and the COP are compared for this study can be seen in figure
4.1. From the figure, it is clear that the COP has a greater range than the COM
and the oscillations are visible as well. However, the COP is not oscillating
about the COM, it is always positioned posteriorly to it. This error might be
a result of imperfections of the algorithm behind the Plug-in gait model and
moreover, the fact that an individual with a prosthetic leg is being measured,
using a model that assumes an individual with equal mass between the legs.
The error between the COP and COM can be corrected by normalizing the
COM by the difference of the average values of the COM and the COP as seen
in figure 4.2.

29
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Figure 4.1: The COM and COP curves from a quiet stance test. In order for
person to stay stable the COP oscillates around the COMwhich is not the case
here. That indicates the the calculation of the COM is not accurate.

Figure 4.2: The COM and COP curves from a quiet stance test where they have
been normalized by their own average in order to remove offset error from the
plug-in gait model. The COP oscillates around the COM, indicating that the
person is stable.

In tables C.1 and C.2 it can be seen that the only scenario that showed a sta-
tistically significant difference between theK2C shape foot and theK2Sensation
foot is normal standing with eyes open in the AP direction. There the range
of K2Sensation is lower and therefore we can assume that it is more stable for
that scenario. Even though other results did not show a statistically significant
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difference, there are still interesting trends there to be observed. In the AP
direction, the average values for all the poses are lower for the K2Sensation
foot which indicates that it provides greater stability in the AP direction.

During normal standing, the ankle plantar- and dorsiflexor muscles are
dominant in stability control in the AP direction for healthy individuals[7].
Amputees however are missing the ankle joint muscles on their amputated
leg, which makes it more challenging for them to maintain stability. They
mainly compensate for this by relying more on their sound side and moreover,
the passive properties of the prosthesis seem to play a small role as well[20].
From figure 3.3 this can be seen as the COP for both normal standing and
semi tandem postures has a larger range of motion for the sound side than the
prosthetic side.

When analyzing the range of COP in the ML direction, with the help of
table C.1 and figure 3.1 it can be seen that based on the average values the
range is lower for K2C in all the postures except for the semi tandem postures
when the eyes were closed. It should be noted that none of those conditions
showed a statistically significant difference between the two feet. Moreover,
the range values for participant 600 were a lot higher for K2Sensation than
the K2C shape, more than the average differences between feet for the other
participants. The Participant tested K2Sensation after having completed the
protocol for K2C. Therefore it is a good chance that he was tired when testing
K2Sensation, which might lead to an increased range of the COP. If the values
for participant 600 are removed from the average calculations then the results
change significantly and the range of COP becomes lower for all conditions
in the ML direction. Furthermore, a statistically significant difference can be
calculated for the semi tandem posture with EO in the AP direction, showing a
lower range of COP for K2Sensation. The lower number of participants makes
it difficult to measure statistical significant difference which is a limitation to
the study.

For both healthy and amputated individuals, the ML movement in nor-
mal standing is controlled by the hip abductors which upon activation shift
the weight distribution between the feet [7] [20]. When standing in a tan-
dem stance, then the control for the AP and ML direction switches. The an-
kle plantar- and dorsi flexors become dominant for ML stability control while
the hip abductors become dominant in the AP direction [7]. Optimally for
this study, the participants would have stood in a tandem stance to be able to
compare it with normal standing but that posture was too difficult for the par-
ticipants to maintain. Therefore it was decided to have them stand in a semi
tandem pose in the protocol. When looking at graph 3.2 it can be seen that the
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participants were more stable when standing with the eyes open in a semi tan-
dem position than with eyes closed in a normal standing pose. Furthermore, in
figure 3.1 the opposite can be noticed, that is, the participants were more sta-
ble with eyes closed in normal stance than in semi tandem stance with the eyes
open. A plausible explanation for this difference is that in the AP direction the
participants were now able to use their hip abductors for stability control in
the semi tandem pose. That should, in theory, be less demanding for them as
they still have their hip abductors but not the muscles around the ankle joint
that previously had controlled the AP movements. In the ML direction the
participants however were no longer able to use the hip abductors for control
and had to rely on the ankle dorsi- and plantar flexors which are only present
on one of the legs, making the task more difficult than before.

4.1.2 Limit of Stability
According to the results of the LOS test (see table 3.1), none of the measured
parameters showed a statistically significant difference between the K2C and
K2Sensation feet. However, there are some trends in the data that are worthy
of being analyzed. For all the four participants who completed the test accord-
ing to instructions, they increased their maximum COM excursion in the ML
direction towards their prosthetic side (see figure 3.4). Furthermore two out
of four increased their maximum COM excursion in the ML direction towards
their intact leg as well. From those results, it seems that the K2C shape al-
lows the participants to increase the range of their ML motion. BOS is defined
in relation to COP as to have boundaries that are defined by the limits of the
range the COP can move inside of[21]. From figure 3.5 it shows an increase in
the ML range of COP under the prosthetic side when users wore K2C shape.
Therefore it is possible to speculate that the k2C shape has a larger area of
functional BOS than the K2Sensation.

When looking at the COM excursion in the AP direction the K2Sensation
starts to perform better. Half of the participants showed greater COM excur-
sion in the frontal direction and three out of four participants showed greater
excursion in the backward direction when wearing K2Sensation. A study per-
formed by Koehler et al. [9] stated that having a stiff heel might increase the
user’s functional base of support in the posterior region. From their conclu-
sions, it would be expected to see larger excursions in the backward direction
fromK2Sensation than K2C as the glass fiber heel is stiffer than the foam heel.
In this study that was the case for 3 persons and can be seen in figure 3.4 when
looking at the average COM excursion for all the participants.
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It should be noted that the origin point from where the maximum excur-
sions were calculated from is not the same as the COP point at the instance the
participants are standing still. From the captured data, for some of the partic-
ipants, it was difficult to obtain reference data for the origin which would lead
to large errors when comparing the two feet. Instead, the origin was always
calculated as the middle point of four medial foot markers (2 on each foot), so
it appeared to be in the middle of the two feet. However, that is not necessar-
ily the location of the actual COP at rest which makes it difficult to compare
values between the sound side and the intact side.

Even so, from figure 3.5 themotion of the COP beneath each of the legs can
be seen and from there it is clear that the COPmovesmore under the sound side
than the prosthetic side, especially in the AP direction. Those findings match
what is previously stated in the literature, the importance of the sound side in
terms of stability control [9]. Differences between the sound and prosthetic
side were not as clear in the ML direction.

4.2 Dynamic Stability

4.2.1 Walking and Margin of Stability
When walking on the K2C foot, 3 out of the 6 participants significantly in-
creased their SSWS. However, 1 participant showed a significant decrease in
SSWS. The measured increase in SSWS could result from the increased ankle
power for the K2C foot as seen in table 3.3.

Due to a great difference between all the participants in terms of walk-
ing speed, gait pattern and gait related parameters (see for example table 3.6,
it is difficult to conclude if one of the feet provides the user with more sta-
bility while walking. Instead, it could be interesting to see if any trends are
noticeable in the data. With that said, for 2 of the participants, their BwMOS

increased for both their prosthetic and intact sides. Furthermore, both indi-
viduals increased the velocity of their COM and took longer steps. The factor
those two had in common and separated them from the rest of the group is that
on a daily basis they use the same type of prosthetic foot, namely Proflex XC.
Proflex XC is categorized as a high dynamic foot that provides the user with
more power than Variflex and Assure, which were the other two prosthetic feet
the remaining participants walked on daily.

In this study, the participants only had minutes in adjustment period before
conducting the protocol on the two feet they had never used before. That is a
limitation to this study as they would probably require more time before being
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completely used to the properties of the prosthetic feet that were tested. A
study conducted by RowanD. English et al. [22] stated that a minimum of time
after fitting of a new prosthesis until stability in gait is reached is 1 week. In
that study, only one individual with through knee articulation was studied but
it still gives an indication that more time might have lead to more consistency
in the results. Perhaps the two participants who were used to walking on feet
with high power were more capable to adapt to walking on the K2C foot. That
would explain why they were the only participants that the BwMOS increased
for both the intact and prosthetic side.

A study conducted by Hak et al. [19] states that the BwMOS should increase
in relation to an increase in velocity of the COM and to decreased stride length.
Based on the relation between walking speed and BwMOS it was expected that
the BwMOS would increase when walking on the K2C foot. For participants
599 and 600 that was indeed the case, and that are the same two individuals as
walked on Proflex XC normally. They furthermore increased their step length
which should according to the theory decrease the BwMOS as the COP moves
closer to the XCOM. The increase of the velocity of the COM which moves
the XCOM more anteriorly seems to have greater effect on the BwMOS than the
increase of step length. That is in line with previous studies [19].

4.3 Perceived Stability
The results from the ABC scale can be seen in table 3.7. As can be seen in
the table there is not a significant difference between perceived balance for the
prosthetic feet. Therefore it can not be concluded from the questionnaire if the
participants felt more stable on one of the feet.

A possible reason why the participants did not find a difference between
the prosthetic feet is how short time they walked on each foot. Moreover,
they only performed simple tasks such as walking front and back and standing
for a short period. Supporting this speculation are results from an in-house
survey that was performed at Össur, comparing the same two feet as done in
this study. A number of 19 lower limb amputees participated where they were
able to walk on the feet in daily life for 4 weeks prior to assessment. One of
the assessments was answering questions to measure the perceived stability
between the K2Sensation and K2C. The results were statistically significant,
claiming the participants felt more stable on the K2C foot.

Other studies that have used the ABC scale successfully to compare per-
ceived stability of two or more prosthetic feet, have also allowed users to wear
the products for a longer time than was possible in this study. Arifin et al. [23]
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utilized the ABC scale to compare balance confidence between three different
types of prosthetic feet. They allowed the users to wear each type for a week
before answering the questionnaire. They were able to measure a statistically
significant difference between the feet. Moreover, in that study, they used the
Berg Balance Scale (BBS) to assure they were comparing people with similar
balance abilities. Something that could be included as a future improvement
for the protocol of this study.

For the participants who stated that they felt no differences in the stability
of the two feet, 2 out of 3 are diagnosed with diabetes, and a common com-
plication is numbness or loss of sensation in the extremities [24]. Those com-
plications make it difficult for diabetic individuals to compare their perceived
stability and it is worthy of discussing if their answers should be analyzed apart
from the other participants as their reduced sensation might skew the overall
results.

4.4 Limitations and Future work
Overall, the protocol was able to characterize differences in static and dynamic
stability between the two feet during a 2-hour session. However, multiple fac-
tors should be noted.

First of all, when assessing the dynamic stability of the prosthetic feet,
the only measurements were level-ground walking. It is not known how the
stability of the feet would change in different situations, such as walking up
and down ramps or stairs, walking on uneven surfaces or when the people
get exposed to external perturbations. However, based on the conduct of the
protocol, it was difficult enough for some of the participants to walk on level
ground and asking them to walk on different terrains or under perturbations
would expose them to higher fall risk and make the test more difficult for them
to participate in.

Even though all the subjects are categorized as K2 active, their endurance
and physical capabilities differed significantly. Some of the participants com-
pleted the protocol with ease while for others it was more demanding and they
had to take multiple breaks during the test. A possibility for future methods
would be to meet the participants in a short session before testing for the re-
searchers to assess if the individual might be suitable for their study. That
might prevent them from having to exclude participants after starting the pro-
tocol and they might get a better idea of what they are expecting.

For future work, it might be interesting to analyze the data in different
manners, more precisely by presenting subject-specific results as suggested
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by Erik P. Lamers et al. [25]. They stated that for prosthetic users, the indi-
vidual responses were often not well represented by the average of the whole
participants and suggested to focus more on the subject-specific results. This
correlates well to what has been observed in this study. As an example, tables
3.3 and 3.5 both show results from more than 1 individual from only a sample
of 6 where their values are far away from the calculated mean values.

Another limitation of the study is how short adaptation time the partici-
pants had on both feet. For future studies, it would be interesting to see if the
results would change if the participants were allowed to walk on the feet for
a longer time before the measurements. This would especially be interesting
for the walking on level-ground test and the ABC scale. Perhaps their gait
would be more consistent and easier for them to answer questions regarding
perceived balance control.
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Conclusion

The aim of the study was to create a measurement protocol to quantify static
and dynamic stability with enough sensitivity to differentiate between two
prosthetic products for amputees with low activity. It can be concluded that
the aim was reached. We were able to quantify static and dynamic stability
and distinguish between 2 different prosthetic feet.

K2 Sensation appears to be more stable in the AP direction when the par-
ticipants stood still (Static standing test) but as soon as they started to shift their
COM in different directions while still keeping their feet fixed at the ground
(LOS test), the K2C foot showed indications of being more stable as the par-
ticipants were able to move their COMmore over their prosthetic side than for
K2 Sensation. For that reason, it can be concluded that both the Static stand-
ing test and the LOS test are necessary parts of the protocol as they highlight
different aspects of static stability.

While walking, higher ankle power, positive work, and ankle ROM were
seen for the K2C compared to K2 Sensation. These attributes lead to different
responses of the participant’s gait pattern. It was observed that the participants
who were used to walking on dynamic feet with high ankle power seemed to
adapt faster to walking on the K2C foot. Their SSWS, step length, and BwMOS

all increased which indicates a more stable gait.
Thosemeasured indicators of increased stability are furthermore supported

with results from an in-house study at Össur, where the participants had longer
adaptation time significantly felt more secure and stable on the K2C feet.
Based on those findings, for future work, it would be interesting to allow the
users to walk on the feet in daily life for some time before performing the mea-
surements. They might achieve a more stable gait pattern and answer the ABC
scale more confidently.
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Appendix A

State of the Art

A.1 Introduction
Studies have shown that approximately 67% of amputees fall once or more
every year [1], and in majority of those cases (roughly 45%), it occurs during
walking [1]. For amputees, evidence show that falls deteriorate their daily
functioning and their prosthetic use as well as reducing their engaging in social
activities [2], [3]. Therefore, it is important that prosthetic devices are as stable
as possible in order to reduce the risk of falling.

Number of different stability and balance assessments exists, but quanti-
fying walking stability and determining individuals gait stability has proven
to be a major challenge [4], especially when comparing stability between two
or more prosthetic products. Moreover, the number of studies that compare
balance between different prosthetic feet are scarce [23] and according to the
author’s best knowledge, there exists none study that investigates balance for
low active, lower limb amputees or comparison for prosthesis feet, designed
for them. Therefore, that will be the focus of this study. More precisely, the
aim of the study is to create a measurement protocol to quantify static and dy-
namic stability with enough sensitivity to differentiate between two prosthetic
products for amputees with low activity.

In the following text, stability, balance and their dependant parameters will
be defined. Amputees, their physiology and stability strategies will further-
more be described, as well as their prosthetic feet. Finally, the current methods
used to assess stability and balance are compared and described.
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A.2 Stability and Balance

A.2.1 Stability and balance definitions
Stability and balance are well known terms in relation to the motions of the
human body that promote the ability to stand and walk without falling. How-
ever, the definitions of the terms are not as clear or well-known, [26] and are
frequently used interchangeably when describing the same scenario. The fol-
lowing definitions for stability and balance, retrieved from the literature will
be used as stipulative definitions for the purpose of clarity.

Standing stability is defined in static terms by the relation between COM
and BOS. A person is stable by definition if the projection of COM is not out-
side horizontal bounds of BOS. However, this definition is not applicable for
dynamic tasks such as walking as it neglects the impact of horizontal velocity.
Instead, the term MOS is used for dynamic tasks. MOS is defined as the dis-
tance between velocity adjusted or extrapolated position of the COM and the
edge of persons BOS at any given instance in time [4]. MOS can furthermore
be divided into two parameters, the backwardMOS and the mediolateral MOS
based on which plane is being analyzed [27]. Example of the MOS parame-
ters can be seen in figure A.1. A low value of MOS can be interpreted in two
different ways. It could be that the person has an increased risk of falling or
that the person feels more confident and therefore does not mind reducing their
MOS [28]. Studies have shown that when peoples stability is challenged, they
tend to increase their backward MOS [27].

Figure A.1: Backward and Mediolateral Margin of Stability (MOS) (adopted
from [19])
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Balance is defined as person’s ability to control the position of their COM
so its vertical projection will fall within the BOS. Therefore, balance can also
be seen as the ability to complete different motion tasks while preventing your-
self from falling [29]. To understand stability and balance clearly, it is neces-
sary to understand the meaning of their dependent parameters; COM , COP
and BOS.

A.2.2 Center of mass
COM is a point where all of the body mass appears to be concentrated [30],
[29]. Therefore, it can be thought of as the balance point of the body where
the sum of all torques equals 0. The vertical displacement of the COM is
known as center of gravity (COG) as gravity is assumed to act on the body at
the location of COM with direction in the vertical direction [29]. Calculating
the position of the COM is not a trivial task as it is not directly related to
any segment of the body [31]. It is a theoretical position, depending on the
position and movement of all the body’s segments. Therefore, the position of
the COM is not limited by the human body but can be located outside of it.
This can be observed in motions such as high jumping and pole vaulting where
the combined movement path of all body segments lead to a COM position
outside of the body [29] as can be seen in figure A.2.

Figure A.2: The position of COM is located outside of the body during high
jump and pole vault. (adopted from [32])
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During walking, the location of the COM is normally positioned inside the
pelvis anterior to the sacrum. The movement of the COM follows a sinusoidal
path in all three planes [33] as can be seen in figure A.3.

Figure A.3: The path of the COM follows a sinusoidal trajectory in the sagittal
plane during gait. (adopted from [31])

A.2.3 Center of pressure
To gain a understanding of the COP parameter, it is first necessary to study a
parameter related to it, called ground reaction force (GRF).

GRF is defined as a force, exerted by the ground on a body as a response
from the body applying a force on the ground. The GRF has the same mag-
nitude but opposite direction as the force from the body according to New-
ton’s law of action-reaction. GRF is commonly represented as a vector divided
into directional components which are orthogonal against each other. Two of
the components are shear components as their directions (anteroposterior and
mediolateral) are parallel to the surface while the third component has a verti-
cal direction. Of the three components, the vertical component has the highest
magnitude. The GRF is typically presented as a function of time as its com-
ponents (magnitude, direction and point of application) are time dependent.
When transitioning from walking to running, the velocity of the movement
increases which leads to an increase in the magnitude of the GRF as well [29].

COP is directly related to the GRF as it is its point of application [30],
and when observed as a function of time, it represents the path of the resultant
GRF [33].
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A.2.4 Base of Support
BOS is every point of contact that a person makes with the surface and area
between those points. The points may be due to contacts for various limbs or
supporting devices, such as feet, hands, chair or crutches [34]. A visualization
can be seen in figure A.4. The BOS is related to the COP. The boundaries of
the BOS are determined to be the limits of the range the COP can move inside
of [21].

Figure A.4: BOS for two different postures (adopted from [35])

A.2.5 Strategies for maintaining stability
Being able to maintain postural stability is one of the key factors necessary
to obtain independent standing and walking. This task is complicated and
requires integration of somatosensory, visual and vestibular inputs as well as
motor coordination, all working together in order to keep the COM inside the
limits of BOS [23].

Several parameters can affect individual’s stability and balance. First is
the mass of the person [29]. Persons stability increases in relation to increased
mass according to the equations of motion. This can be seen in everyday life
as it takes more force to move an object with a greater mass than an object
with small mass. Secondly, the height of the COM effects persons stability
[29]. The higher the COM is positioned, the lower is the stability. For the
same angular displacement and two persons with different height of COM, the
COG of the person with the higher COMwill move sooner outside of the BOS
than for the person with lower COM. Finally, the third parameter that affects
stability and balance is where the vertical projection of the COM falls in the
area of the BOS [29]. An individual is the most stable if the BOS is large, and
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the vertical projection of the COM falls is in the geometric center of the BOS
[29].

Number of balance strategies to maintain stability are known. One is to
increase the base of support [36]. That could for example be done by taking a
anterolateral step with the right leg to increase the area of the BOS. Moreover,
it is possible to counter rotate segments around the center of mass or apply ex-
ternal forces to the movement, other than GRF, e.g. by muscle activation [36].
Furthermore, ankle and hip joint related strategies are also well known. The
hip and/or ankle joint muscles create a torque as an counteraction in relation
to the torque produced by the gravity that causes the unstable condition [23] ,
a graphical illustration of those movements can be seen in figure A.5.

Figure A.5: The hip, ankle and step strategies are well known balance methods
in order to maintain stability (adopted from [37])

A.3 Lower Limb Amputees

A.3.1 General Information
The most common reasons for lower limb amputations are accidents, diseases
and injuries related to wars. The single most common factor is diabetes where
the leg needs to be amputated due to a non-healing wound [38].

Going through the process of lower limb amputation leads to a number
of physiological changes. The number of sensory receptors in the lost limb
is considerably reduced which further leads to reduced amount of feedback
sent to the brain. As the brain receives mostly sensory information from the
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non-amputated leg, the processing in the brain becomes more complicated
and demanding. [38], [23]. Moreover, spinal reflexes of the amputated limb
get impaired, and more control is shifted to the brain. Normally, 80% of the
power during gait is generated by the plantar flexors, but after amputation,
parts of them or the whole muscles have been removed leading to reduced
ability to generate forward propulsion. Furthermore, this leads to changes in
the motor centers in the brain and spinal cord which shift to hip flexors as the
main aspect of forward power during walking. [38], [39]. The decrease of
muscles and sensory information leads to a decreased ability of controlling
horizontal movements in medial-lateral and anterior-posterior directions [23].

Parameters such as symmetry, weight of limbs and sensation appear to
change as well. It is often assumed that the stump of the amputated leg takes
care of both motor and sensory functions, but studies have shown that standing
on the prosthetic leg with eyes closed turns out to be troublesome for amputees
[39]. This indicates that they rely more on their vision for maintaining balance
than they did before the amputation, regardless of having perfectly functioning
somatosensory system [23], [39].

Based on functional ability, amputees are often divided into groups in order
to quantify their need and potential for a prosthetic device, so called K-levels
that were originally established by Medicare (MFCL - Medicare functional
classification level). There are 5 different levels which are described in table
A.1 [5].
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Table A.1: Medicare functional classification level (MFCL) for amputees [5]

Activity level Description
K0 "Does not have the ability or potential to ambulate or transfer

safely with or without assistance and a prosthesis does not
enhance quality of life or mobility."

K1 "Has the ability or potential to use a prosthesis for transfers
or ambulation on level surfaces at fixed cadence. Typical of
the limited and unlimited household ambulator."

K2 "Has the ability or potential for ambulation with the ability
to traverse low-level environmental barriers such as curbs,
stairs, or uneven surfaces. Typical of the limited community
ambulator."

K3 "Has the ability or potential for ambulation with variable ca-
dence. Typical of the community ambulator who has the
ability to traverse most environmental barriers and may have
vocational, therapeutic, or exercise activity that demands
prosthetic utilization beyond simple locomotion."

K4 "Has the ability or potential for prosthetic ambulation that
exceeds the basic ambulation skills, exhibiting high impact,
stress, or energy levels, typical of the prosthetic demands of
the child, active adult, or athlete."

A.3.2 Stability and Balance of Amputees
Balance is an essential skill in order to gain independent walking and standing
[23]. For amputees, better balance leads to improved safety, better prosthetic
function and it promotes them to engage in social events [40]. Unfortunately, it
is well known that people with lower extremity amputation have worse balance
than healthy individuals [38], [40], [41].

Having decreased balance furthermore increases amputees risk of falling
and several studies have been conducted to investigate falls within the lower-
limb amputee population. One study reported that 82% of participants had
fallen within the last 12 months, where 49% were wearing prosthesis prior to
the fall [42]. Other studies have shown that approximately 52% of community-
dwelling lower-limb amputees experienced a fall over 1 year period [43], [41].
More factors than simplymissing a part of a leg contribute to the risk of falling.
Intrinsic factors, i.e. medication, vision impairments and diseases are one of
them [42] and as many amputees also suffer from multiple chronic diseases
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[43] those factors frequently lead to even lower balance abilities. Others are
environmental factors and prosthetic factors, i.e. fitting and alignment of the
prosthetic device [42]. Due to the high fall risk, many amputees are afraid of
falling which can have bad consequences, both socially and physically. The
fear of falling can lead to people avoiding activities that might increase their
balance abilities because of an increased risk of falling [44]. In addition to
fear of falling, ambulating with the help of a prosthesis increases energy usage,
and combined with the fear of falling those factors make prosthetic users more
reluctant to participate in social events, risking that they become isolated [43].

Amputation of the lower limb causes decreased weight-shifting control,
used for maintaining posture, which leads to medial-lateral instability [23].
Studies have shown that while standing, the COP is most often located in front
of the ankle axis, more precisely close to the navicular bone. This indicates
that the calf muscles of healthy individuals should more or less be constantly
active [33]. However, lower-limb amputees lack calf muscles which makes it
more difficult for them to maintain standing stability.

A.3.3 Stability during walking
After going through amputation, peoples main aim is to be able to walk in-
dependently in order to regain confidence, participation and independence in
daily life [28], [44]. In order to be able to walk smoothly and without too high
energy cost, the most important parameters individuals need to possess are
good balance abilities and postural control. Proper postural control is espe-
cially important in order to avoid harmful compensation strategies [28], such
as lateral trunk bending to displace the COG instead of using the hip abductors.
[44].

Several factors differ between amputee and non-amputee gait. Prosthesis
users have a slower walking speed, shorter stance time and longer double sup-
port phase than able-bodied individuals [42] [43]. Moreover, the intact side
of amputees is more unstable than the prosthetic side [42]. That might be be-
cause the intact limb has more range of motion, muscles, proprioception and
motor control to withstand perturbations occurring while walking, which the
prosthetic side is unable to do. This can be interpreted as the body allowing the
intact side to be closer to its stability limits than the prosthetic side [42] while
having higher MOS at the prosthetic side is a safety mechanism in response of
missing an ankle joint [28].

Prosthetic feet are not able to generate as high push off force as the human
calf muscles. Therefore, in prosthetic gait, the velocity of the COM is reduced
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which leads to the vertical projection of the XCOM to fall more posteriorly than
in normal gait. While walking, it is important to keep the vertical projection
of the XCOM in front of the posterior limit of the BOS in order to withhold
forward progression. If a lower limb amputee were to take a normal length
step, it would mean that the person could lose progression or fall backwards.
Therefore, lower-limb amputees take a smaller step with their sound limb in
order maintain the same MOS as for normal gait. However, it comes with the
cost of step length asymmetry as the prosthetic step is longer than the intact
step [45]. Additionally, socket discomfort, pain in the stump andmisalignment
of the prosthetic device may lead to an increased asymmetry[27].

Even though the gait of lower-limb amputees is asymmetric, symmetry
is often an objective in gait rehabilitation. On its own, symmetry might not
be necessary for functional purposes, but several arguments can be made in
its favor. Firstly, amputees might want to have a symmetrical gait in order
to resemble non-amputees. On functional terms, it has been proposed that
symmetry might reduce mechanical overload on the prosthetic and sound side
and on the lower back [45].

A.3.4 Prosthetic feet
Purpose

Prosthetic feet are used as replacements for amputated limbs and the missing
ankle joint in order to provide functional mobility to their users [46]. The func-
tions of prosthetic feet range from being only aesthetic, to provide increased
stability and to help the users to gain independence by assisting with daily life
activities [41], [46]. In order to be able to use prosthetic feet adequately, indi-
viduals must have sufficient physical performance ability as well as confidence
and motivation to be willing to use the device in different circumstances that
are parts of daily life [40].

The ankle joint

The ankle joint that prosthetic feet aim to replace is essential in gait as studies
have shown that it tributes considerably more work than the hip and knee joints
[46]. The movement of the ankle can be described by the terms dorsiflexion
(DF) and plantarflexion (PF) which can be seen in figure A.6. DF is defined as
a flexion motion at the ankle joint where the toes move closer to the shank. PF
on the other hand is defined as extension at the ankle joint where the toes move
closer to the surface [46]. In normal gait, the ankle joint muscles create power
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to plantar- and dorsiflex the ankle in order to create a forward propulsion. In
the gait of amputees, current prosthetic feet however are unable to generate the
same amount of power [46].

Figure A.6: The DF and PF motions of the ankle joint. (adopted from [46])

Categories

Currently there exist a great quantity of prosthetic feet for lower limb amputees
[28]. All of those feet have the aim to increase control, comfort and cosmetics
for the user. Prosthetic feet can be divided into three main categories; conven-
tional feet (CF), energy storing and return (ESR) feet and bionic feet [46]. The
most popular CF is the solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot which has a
compressible heel wedge for pseudo PF and a rigid wooden keel that provides
stability during midstance but allows for limited lateral movement. The main
flaw of this foot is its lack of energy contribution during gait [46]. One of the
most popular prosthetic feet today are the ESR prosthetic feet. Most often,
they are made out of carbon fiber materials components, that are able to store
mechanical energy during the stance phase and release it during push-off [45].
This mechanism has been thought to decrease the metabolic energy cost of
gait, but it has not been proven. Furthermore, ESR feet tend to loose energy
duringmovement due to frictionwhich dissipates as head and sound. However,
for most lower-limb amputees, ESR is the preferred choice, [23] and therefore
they must be favorable in some other ways. Studies have shown that they po-
tentially prevent overload injuries for both intact or prosthetic legs. Moreover,
due to the increased push-off energy, the gait stability and symmetry might be
improved [45].
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ESR amd SACH feet differ significantly in appearance and function (see
figure A.7) and several studies have been performed to investigate their perfor-
mance. Their findings are that amputees seem to prefer the ESR foot over the
SACH foot, especially high active amputees. While walking on ESR prosthe-
sis, high active amputees increase their walking speed. In the same study, the
walking speed of low active amputees did not increase [46]. The prosthetic feet
currently on the market are not optimal and still cause discomfort and require
high energy, resulting in early fatigue for the lower limb amputees. Therefore,
significant interest has recently been shown to the development of bionic feet.
By adding active elements to the prosthetic feet, they can generate more ankle
power to resemble the missing ankle joint muscles for walking [46].

Figure A.7: SACH and ESR prosthetic feet differ in both appearance and func-
tion. (adopted from [47])

A.4 Stability and balance measurements

A.4.1 Different types of measurements
Today, numerous methods exist to assess stability, both quantitative and qual-
itative. They can be divided into four subgroups; questionnaires, functional
scales, static measurements and dynamic measurements. Questionnaires are
frequently used to get a description of the prosthetic user, such as functional
ability and confidence related to different tasks [9], [48], [49]. Their pros are
how short time they take and they require low effort from the subjects. How-
ever, their results are not as accurate or reliable as from other measurement
types. Two common questionnaires used to assess stability are the Prosthe-
sis Limb Users Survey of Mobility (Plus-M) that measures perceived mobility
[49], [9] and the ABC scale which measures balance confidence during differ-
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ent activities [48], [9]. It is popular to use stability specific functional scales
to assess stability for the reason that they cover multiple scenarios and can
be performed outside of laboratories with simple equipment. [50], [51] [52]
[53]. One of the most popular scale used to assess stability is the BBS. The
BBS studies static and dynamic balance based on different activities and pos-
tures of daily living which are given a score according to an ordinal scale [50]
[53]. The cons of the functional scales is how difficult it can be to accurately
quantify their results, due to the simplicity of the equipment used.

For measuring static stability, one of the most popular method is to have
subjects standing still on force plates in different postures and monitor pa-
rameters such as time, COP, COM and sway [54], [55], [56], [57]. Dynamic
stability is often quantified by having subjects walking in motion capture lab-
oratories where reflective markers are attached to the subjects, which then are
recognized by multiple cameras that surround the measurement area. Parame-
ters that are frequently measured are MOS, step length, step width, gait asym-
metry etc. [58], [27], [19], [59].

The difference between the dynamic and static measurements on one hand
and the questionnaires and the functional scales on the other hand are how the
results from the dynamic and static tests can be quantified easily and accu-
rately. In return, the questionnaires and the functional tests can be performed
almost anywhere without much preparation or expensive equipments.

A.4.2 Stability researches
For the past years, several studies have been performed that investigate the
stability of amputees and prosthetic feet. Sara R. Koehler-McNicholas et al.
(2018) performed measurements on a bimodal ankle-foot prosthesis that was
supposed to enhance standing stabilitywhen locked and providemobilitywhile
unlocked. The measurements used to assess stability included the Sensory
Organization Test (SOT) and the LOS test. For the SOT subjects stood still
on force plates in various postures and their antero-posterior sway monitored.
The results indicate that when standing with closed eyes, the stability of the
foot is better when locked than when it is unlocked. LOS is used to quantify
the maximal distance the subject can move their COM in any direction while
maintaining stability [53], [9]. During the test, subjects are instructed to stand
with both feet on force plates while performing the movements. The results
showed that amputees favoured their intact leg as their functional BOS was
larger for that leg than the prosthetic leg. Nooranida Arifin et al. (2014) also
conducted a similar study where the postural stability of below knee amputees
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was compared for a SACH, single axis and ESR prosthetic feet. In order to
quantify the stability, subjects stood still on a platform, both having their eyes
open and closed. Their sway was monitored and stability in anterior-posterior
and medial-lateral direction calculated. Furthermore, the ABC scale was used
to quantify the subjects perceived balance. The results were that the SACH foot
was most stable of the three feet while the eyes were kept open while the single
axis leg seemed to be most stable when standing with closed eyes. Further-
more, the standing stability did not differ significantly between the prosthetic
feet. However, the stability decreased for all feet when the eyes were closed,
indicating that amputees rely highly on visual cues to maintain their stability.

Laura Hak et al. (2014) compared characteristics between the prosthetic
and intact leg of lower limb amputees during gait. The results showed that
the step length of the prosthetic step is shorter while the backward MOS was
similar between the legs. Similarly, Han Houdijk et al. (2018) compared sta-
bility between ESR and SACH feet during walking of unilateral lower limb
amputees. The results showed that the ESR foot generated higher push-off
force compared to the SACH foot. Moreover, the velocity of the COM was
also higher for the ESR foot and in addition, the step length of the sound leg
and the step length symmetry increased for the ESR foot while the backward
MOS remained the same.

A.5 Summary
The aim of the thesis to to create a measurement protocol to quantify static
and dynamic stability with enough sensitivity to differentiate between 2 pros-
thetic products for amputees with low activity. As discussed above, lower limb
amputees have a high risk of falling and therefore it is necessary for their pros-
thetic feet to be stable in order to reduce the risk of falling. Numerous methods
exist to measure stability and they all differ in terms of accuracy and complex-
ity. Therefore, providing a protocol that is able to differentiate stability be-
tween different prosthetic products is valuable, both in terms for knowledge of
the users themselves and to provide a tool that helps with the design of future
prosthetic feet.
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Literature Review

In order to get an overview of balance and stability assessments, currently be-
ing used, a search was performed in the PubMed electronic database on 31st
of January 2019. The PISCO method was utilized for creating an optimized
search query in the database and the PISCO criteria can be seen in table B.1
and with those parameters combined the final search query became:
(((((((((((((((Low active) OR K2) OR K1) OR Amput*) OR TT) OR TF) OR
Transtibial) OR Trans-tibial) OR Transfemoral) OR Trans-femoral) OR Lower
extremities) OR Below knee) OR Above knee)) AND ((((((((Balance assess-
ment*) OR Balance measure*) OR Balance test*) OR Stability assessment*)
OR Stability measure*) OR Stability test*) OR Margin of stability))) AND
((((Gait) OR Walking) OR Standing) NOT Running)

Table B.1: PISCO parameters

PISCO Parameters
Participants Low active, K2, K1, Amputee, TT, TF, Below knee amputee,

above knee amputee
Interventions Balance Assessmens, Balancemeasure, Balance test, Stabil-

ity assessment, stability measurement, Stability test, Margin
of stability

Study design Gait, Walking, Standing, Not running
Comparison -
Outcome -

From the search 261 articles were obtained and they were screened as can
be seen in figure B.1. The In the end 159 articles were included for analysis
of balance and stability methods.

59
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Figure B.1: Articles screening process

From the included articles, 85 different assessments were identified and
analysed. They were divided into 4 subgroups as can be seen in table B.2.
Similar numbers of dynamic, static and functional methods were identified
(between 25 and 28) and 7 different types of questionnaires. A list of all the
tests can bee seen here below.

Table B.2: Breakdown of test methods

Assessment Type Number of identified assessments
Dynamic 28
Static 28
Functional 25
Questionnaires 7
Total 85
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The methods identified from the literature were furthermore quantified,
based on the quality of their parameters and the effort for the subject as K2
subjects don’t have the same endurance and physical performance abilities as
higher active amputees, and might therefore not be able to perform all the
assessments [5]. The grading criteria can be seen in tables B.3 and B.4 where
each method gets a grade between 1 and 5 depending on subjective evaluation.

Table B.3: Grading criteria for effort of assessments

Grade Grade meaning Example
1 Very low Questionnaires
2 Low Standing still
3 Medium Walking or Reaching
4 High Perturbation, stairs, long distance walking
5 Very high Physically demanding (e.g. squats)

Table B.4: Grading criteria for quality of assessments

Grade Grade meaning Example
1 Very low -
2 Low Questionnaires and time measurements
3 Medium scales (sum of many simple tests)
4 High LOS, sway or COP measurements
5 Very high MOS and more

After grading the assessments, they were visually represented in figures
B.2 and B.3 where dynamic and static methods can be viewed in terms of
effort and quality.
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Figure B.2: Dynamic graph
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Figure B.3: Articles screening process
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Based on the grading criteria, methods to perform in the study are chosen.
For static and dynamic tasks, no assessments are considered that scored below
3 for the quality parameter or that scored 5 for the effort parameter. From the
remaining test, 5 static tests were chosen and 2 dynamic tests, as well as 2
questionnaires to be used in the study, all of them can be seen here below:
Static assessments:

• Stand still on a force plate

• Limit of stability

• Moving COM/COP to follow signals on a screen (biofeedback)

• Y-test

• Functional reach test

Dynamic:

• Gait analysis

• Perturbed Gait analysis

Questionnaires:

• Orthotics and Prosthetics Users’ Survey (OPUS)

• Activities-specific Balance Confidence (ABC) Scale.



Method Parameters Type Devices

Walking with covers over the floor and random foam 
under one of the tiles for random perturbation Margin of stability (MOS) dynamig stability Motion Lab

Walking on solid surfac/soft surface and compare 
different parameters

COM trajectory
Step width
Step length Dynamic stability Motion Lab

Walking with visual perturbation

Stepping accuracy
foot rotation
MOS Dynamic stability Motion Lab

10m walk test
time to walk 10m
gait speed Mobility Stopwatch

L test time it takes to walk 20m that includes 4 tuns and 2 shifts Mobility Stopwatch

Recovery from falling
Margin of stability (MOS)
Available response time (ART) Dynamic stability Motion Lab

Walking test in gaitlab where peak-to-peak range of 
angular momentum (H) is assessed

whole body angular momentum (H) about the COM, difference of 
min and max Dynamic balance Pass/Fail - observation

Walking with pressure insoles: examples:
(flat level ground, 50 mm thick foam, foam with eyes 
closes, eyes closed on a foam after being spinned)

AP CoF motion
ML CoF motion
Maximum lateral position
cell triggering
stride time
double support time dynamic stability pressure insoles

6 min walk test
distance you can walk in 6 min
gait velocity physical performance timer, maybe treadmill

Walking on a level walkway at fixed speed COM velocity, step length, step width, symmetry, backward MOS dynamic stability Motion Lab

Walking at split belt treadmill at self selected speeds
Variability of step width and length, AP and ML foot placements 
relative to COM and MOS Dynamic stability

Split band treadmill
motion lab

Foot Placement Estimator (FPE) from walking 10m first at 
preferred speed and then as fast as possible without 
running FPE gait stability Motion Lab
walking on treadmill in virtual environment at typical and 
slower speed

ML Margin of stability
Manouverability (how well you can control) stability treadmill, motionlab

COP-COM moment arm during gait initiation COP-COM moment arm dynamic postural stability
Force Plate
Motion Lab

Maximum lyapunoc component lyapunoc parameter local dynamic stability treadmill, motionlab

Perturbed walking on treadmill

Margin of stability
step width
step length dynamic stability treadmill, motionlab

Walking in a virtual environment with level, sloped and 
simulated uneven surfaes on a self-paced treadmill

ML Margin of stability (MOS)
Gait variability (standard deviations for speed, temporal-spatial 
parameters, foot clearance and RMS of medial-lateral trunk 
acceleration) Stability

Self paced treadmill
MotionLab

Walking with different functions:
1. 15 cm width restriction
2. naming animlas while walking
3. pcik up weights on the way
4. step over obstacles Habitual and maximal walking speeds dynamic functional balance stopwatch
Narrowing beam walking normalized distance walked dynamic stability norrowing beam

walking on treadmill for 4 minutes on 6 different walking 
speeds

stance max
swing max
swing min dynamic stability treadmill, motionlab

Walking on instrumented treadmill for 2*1 min for 3 
speeds Margin of stability (MOS) dynamic stability

instrumented treadmill
Motion lab

Descending stairs
Margin of stability (MOS)
XCOM dynamic stability force plate and motion lab

Perturbation in VR environment 
(physical/cognitive/visual)

step length
step width
trunk kinematic variability
stability dynamic stability VR environment, motion lab

walking on dual belt treadmill
margin of stability
step width dynamic stability

instrumented treadmill
Motion lab

step-up-and -over
(the participants areasked to step up onto a curb placed 
on the force plate with one foot, lift the body through an 
erect
standing position over the box, swing the other foot over 
the box, and lower the foot to land
the swing leg on the forceplate)

rising index, movement time, impact index (control of impact force 
descending onto the swing leg) dynamic balance Balance master device (force plates)

sit-to-stand (rise from seated poisition to a standing 
position on te force plate and maintain the centered COG 
position)

weight transfer time, rising index, sway velocity during the rising 
phase and left/right symmetry of the rising force dynamic balance Balance master device (force plates)

Tandem walk

step width
speed
endpoint sway velocity dynamic balance Balance master device (force plates)

Walking under various condtions
(inside on smooth terrain
inside while performing a dual task
walking outside on irregular surface)

Walking speed, mean and coefficient of variation of stride times (ST), 
RMS of trunk accelerations. Local stability (LSE) quantified gait 
stability, Regularity was indexed using the sample entropy(Sen) and 
the scaling exponent alfa derived form Detrended Fluctuation 
Analysis. Gait variability and stability were quantified using measures 
derived from the theory of stochastic dynamics stability Accelerometers

Tinetti balance scale

Sitting Balance
Rises from chair
Attempts to rise from chair
Immediate standing Balance (first 5 seconds)
Standing balance
Nudged
Eyes closed
Turning 360 degrees
Sitting down Balance Pass/Fail - observation

Brunel's Balance Assessment (BBA)

Sitting Balance (dynamic and static)
Standing Balance (dynamic and static)
Walking Balance (dynamic and static) Balance Pass/Fail - observation



Berg Balance Scale (BBS)

Sitting to Stand
Standing unsupported
Sitting unsupported
Standing to Sitting
Transfers
Standing with eyes closed
Standing with feet together
Reaching forward with outstretched arm
Retrieving object from floor
Turning to look behind
Turning 360 degrees
Placing alternate foot on stool
Standing with one foot in front
Standing on one foot

Standing Balance
Sitting Balance Pass/Fail - observation

Timed Up and Go (TUG) Time to stand up, walk3m, turn, walk back and sit down again Functional mobility
Stopwatch
Chair

Step test
Number of steps while the subject balances on one leg as they place 
the other foot on and off a step as quckly they can in 15 sec Dynamic balance Step

Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB)

Stand on both feet for 10 sec
Semi tandem position for 10 sec
Full Tandem position for 10 sec
Time it takes to stand up and sit down 5 times
Time it takes to walk 2.44m
gait speed Stability and Performance Pass/Fail - observation

Dynamic gait index (DGI)

walking up stairs
step around obstacles
step over obstacles
gait and pivot turn
gait with vertical head turns
gait with horizontal head turns
Change in gait speed
gait level surface Dynamig balance/cut off for risk of falls Pass/Fail - observation

Sit to stand test (SST)

how often you can sit down and stand up for x time
rising time
weight transfer 
COG sway physical performance / dynamic balance stopwatch, chair, forceplate

The functional stair test (FST) how often you can place your foot on a stair on x times physical performance stopwatch, stair

Voluntary step task (subjects stepped as fast as possible 
in the direction of a rninirnally destabilizing lateral wiast 
pull

step foot liftoff
time
landingtime
steplength
step height balance

tie
timer

Korean version of the Berg Balance scale (K-BBS) almost the same as traditional BBS clinical balance test Pass/Fail - observation

Korean version of the modified Barthel Index (K-MBI)

feeding
grooming
bathing
dressing
bladder and bowel care
toilet use
ambulation
transfer
stairs Questionnaire Pass/Fail - observation

10 stair test time Functional mobility timer

Lower extremities functional test (LLFT)

Stairs ascending on second flour
Stairs descending fom second flour
Squats
Rising from chair
Riding on the rotor Functional mobility Pass/Fail - observation

Hill Assessment Index
12 level instrument to score the independency and technique that is 
used during hill descent Functional mobility Caren system

Stairs Assessment index 14 level instrument to score the stair ascent and descent ability Functional mobiliy Pass/Fail - observation

Standardized walking obstacle course time, number of steps, number of step offs and number of stumbles Functional mobility Stopwatch, video camera, obstacles
Emory functional ambulation: (timed walking test in 
which the individual was required to negotiate five 
common environmental challenges: floor, carpet, up & 
go, obstacles, and stairs.) Walking time it takes to finish 5 diffrent tasks Functional mobility motion lab
Standing on aforce platform and take a step as quickly as 
possible following a somatosensory cue single and dual task step execution times balance force plate

Fugl Meyer Balance test assess motor function, balance, sensation and joint functioning functionality various

Functional Independence Measure test for gait

Feeding
grooming
bathing
upper body dressing
lower body dressing
toiletting
bowel and bladder control
transfer
locomotion
communication
social cognition functional status Pass/Fail - observation

POMA (performance oriented mobility assessment) a ratinf of performance of a set of functional balance and gait tasks functional balance ??
Finding maximum release angle for different allowed 
step length for recovery

maximum release angle for 15%, 25% or 35% step length of body 
heigh balance recovery harness

Four square step test time balance stopwatch
timed 360°turn test time it takes to turn 360° turning ability stopwatch
Activites specific balance confidence scale (ABC) describes use of usual prosthesis Questionnaire pen and paper
Prosthetic Limb Users Survey of Mobility (PLUS-M) describes use of usual prosthesis Questionnaire pen and paper
OPUS Orthotic prosthetic user survey Questionnarie pen and paper

Prosthetic Evaluation Questionnaire

utility
residual limb health
appearance
sounds
ambulation
perceived responses
social burden
frustration
well being Questionnaire pen and paper

Activities-specific Balance Confidence Scale Pshychological parameters balance related behaviour questionnaire?

The prosthetic limb user survey of mobility (PLUS-M) 12 item short form to measure participants percived mobility Questionnaire pen and paper
Katz Index Independence in activites of daily living questionnaire Pass/Fail - observation



Standing on Force Plate for X time with open/closed eyes
single leg / double leg / semi tandem / tandem / feet 
together
on solid ground/foam

COP total distance travelled
AP sway velocity
ML sway velocity
Velocity moment
Mean radial displacement of COM from the mean position of COP
Average speed of COP
Area of the 95% confidence ellipse
total sway
Sample enthropy (irregularity of COP)
time
weight bearing distribution
Postural sway (RMS of AP and ML COP)
Cross correlation of the COP recording under each foot
RMS of COP
degrees of body sway
Amplitude of horizontal GRF
Overall stability Index (OI)
AP stability index 
ML stability index Postural stability Force Plate

Following a track on a screen by altering your COM/COP 
with biofeedback

Time
distance
AP distance
ML distance
ML COP 
velocity
accuracy
average magnitude of the the sway path as % of theoretical LOS dynamic balance Force Plate

Y-test

Reach distance in:
anterior (ANT)
Posterolateral (PL)
Posteromedial (PM) dynamic standing balance Y-Balance test Kit / tape and ruler

Functional and lateral reach (FR) and (LR)
Distance reached in forward direction
Distance reached in lateral direction balance ruler

Limit of Stability (LOS)
(Standing on force plate and by using biofeedback 
change COP/COM to try hit boxes, makes you lean AP 
and ML as far as you can)

Reaction time
Velocity of movement
Excursion of movement in the forwards, right, back and left 
directions
Mean position of the COP
Directional Control Dynamic balance Force Plate

Modified motor control test (MCT) is a standard balance 
protocol that incorporates translational perturbations of 
the standing surface and measures the patient's ability to 
quckly recover from an unexpected external disturbance. 
Was altered for amputees by making them stand in 45° 
so they can't rely on sound limb.

Count number of balance failures (if patient falls, needs to grab 
something or take a step) dynamic postural stability perturbation system

stability index method

sway (from COP)
plantar pressure under the paretic and nonparetic foot
area of the center of balance and % time spent in each location
distance traveled by the COB away from the body center
Distance traveled by the COP
Calculated index of overall stability
Indices anterior-posterior and medial-lateral stability stability Biodex Balance system

SOT (sensory organisation test)
(standing with eyes open/closed/visual disturb, 
solid/foam surface)

COG sway
Relative movement around hip and ankle
time
Average EQ score
total path length
mean velocity standing balance Force Plate

AP sway of subjects at specific frequencies while 
standing on force plates for X time

Margin of Stability (MOS)
FBOS dynamic stability Motion Lab

Star excursion balance test (SEBT)

single leg stance with maximal reach of the contralateral leg in 8 
directions
Joint angles (if you add motion lab) dynamic stability tape and ruler

Romberg's test (double support)
standing on both legs with eyes open and closed for 30 sec 
(Performance was quantified using COM, ankle, and hip joint sway) static balance Accelerometers

Load Release test: subject performs an isometric trunk 
contraction against an external load which is 
subsequently released

the displacement of the trunk is quantified (Total anterior to 
posterior displacement of the subject’s CoP and the time from peak 
anterior to peak posterior displacement
of the subject’s CoP were considered as the primary outcome 
measures) dynamic balance Force Plate

modifying the visual surroundings and asking the subject 
to score a bull's-eye as fast and precisely as possible in 
response to the change in the external signal by moving 
his body.

1.Time of transition from one lit centre to the next
2.the percentage of the time during which the subject remained 
inside the centre as a percentage of the overall time of the lighting of 
the centre (time inside centre)
3.quality of the performance (straightness of the trajectory) balance

force plate
screen

Bohannon standing balance test how long a person can stand on one leg or both legs standing balance stopwatch

Standing on a force plate and pulling a handle with 2kg 
force. The handle is then suddenly dropped to create 
postural disturbance and the subject tries to regain 
upright balance without moving feet or arms AP and ML motion of the COP immediately after the sudden release postural balance force plate

Chattecx balance system (CBS)
(single or dual task condition on a stable platform, with 
the platform tilting forward-backword or side-side. COP static and dynamic balance computerized force platform

Shifting COG side to side and front and back periodically. 
Average magnitude of the movement path as % of LOS. Average 
movment time and path sway as % of LOS. dynamic stability Balance master device (force plates)

weight bearing squat (stand on firm surface with eyes 
open and attempt to maintain eual weight on each leg 
while standing at 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees of knee 
flexion the % of body weight borne by each leg static balance force plate

standing on firm surface or wobbly board

trunk and contralateral-leg excursion (EXC) and velocity (VEL), and 
center of pressure (CoP)
EXC and VEL during FS on a force platform. standing balance Motion Lab

forward hop test (standing on a stable platform after 
landing from a maximal single limb forward hop total length of the COP travel standing balance Force Plate

reactive sideways stepping
range and standard deviation of COP movement in ML and AP 
directions, total COP path velocity balance Force Plate

Single limb squat
range and standard deviation of COP movement in ML and AP 
directions, total COP path velocity balance ForcePlate



Lower quarter Y-balance test
Anterior, posteromedial and posterolateral reach directions 
(normalised to leg length) dynamic standing balance YBT-LQ device

The narrow ridge balance test
(standing on one leg on a ridge that becomes slmaller if 
you can stand on wider ridges (100,80,60,40,20,10 and 
4m)

outcomes measures are developed based on time in balance in 
relation to the gradually decreasing ridge width balance capacity ridge, force plate

Frailty and injuries cooperative studies of intervention 
techniques (FICSIT) balance test
(maintain balance for 10s in series of positions 
characterizedby progressive reduction of the base of 
support in the frontal plane) How long aperson can hold the position (score from 0-24) balance stopwatch



Appendix C

Supporting Material

Table C.1: Results of the static standing test. The table shows the range of the
COP in the ML directions for four different conditions.

Participant
ID

Prosthetic
Device

Normal
Stand-
ing - EO
[mm]

Normal
Standing -
EC [mm]

Semi
tandem
- EO
[mm]

Semi
tandem
- EC
[mm]

599 K2C 10 22 41 63
K2Sensation 10 18 22 39

600 K2C 17 16 25 37
K2Sensation 42 75 56 30

603 K2C 10 22 31 23
K2Sensation 9 26 25 21

604 K2C 8 14 24 27
K2Sensation 6 7 26 42

605 K2C 15 20 11 62
K2Sensation 10 19 29 46

606 K2C 8 5 13 18
K2Sensation 7 4 13 15
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Table C.2: Results of the static standing test. The table shows the range of the
COP in the AP directions for four different conditions. * indicates if there is a
significant difference between the feet.

Participant
ID

Prosthetic
Device

Normal
Stand-
ing - EO
[mm]*

Normal
Standing -
EC [mm]

Semi
tandem
- EO
[mm]

Semi
tandem
- EC
[mm]

599 K2C 22 55 39 81
K2Sensation 21 46 26 70

600 K2C 27 39 31 45
K2Sensation 11 19 42 43

603 K2C 35 42 46 49
K2Sensation 18 55 33 35

604 K2C 26 39 21 41
K2Sensation 20 28 16 31

605 K2C 35 33 43 36
K2Sensation 16 20 37 41

606 K2C 16 20 19 22
K2Sensation 10 16 11 23
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